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Lu Cangtian fell into a chair. His two brothers had always been his left
and right arms.
Eighteen wolf riders were the mainstay of the Lu family, and they were
all in Mannity!
Lu Cangtian was hit by this, and he seemed to be more than ten years
old!
However, even so, this matter is not over yet.
Yash Nics clearly came to settle accounts with him now.
He raised his head and looked at Yash Nics with complicated eyes: “Boy,
I underestimated
you, what do you want now?”
Yash Nics said lightly, “I warned you of the Lu family, but you repeatedly
challenged my
bottom line, yesterday. In the evening, it caused a bloody storm in
Mannity, and even sent
my friends Xiao Zhiyuan and Ouyang Hai to the hospital.”
“I wanted to send you on the road, so that you and your two brothers
would get together in
Huangquan.”
“But I feel like this again . It’s too cheap for you, because killing you can’t
make up for the
loss you caused last night.”
Yash Nics said this, and said lightly: “Well, if you are willing to
compensate for the loss you
caused last night, and personally give it to you. You apologized to the
person you hurt last
night. I can spare your life and release you back to the provincial capital.”
The
ant has survived, let alone Lu Cangtian.
He asked aggrieved: “How do you want me to compensate?”
Yash Nics said flatly: “It depends on how much you think your life is
worth, Mr. Lu.”

“I only give you one chance to bid. If I am satisfied, , You can go back to
the provincial city



alive. I’m not satisfied, you don’t need to bid anymore, and stay in
Mannity forever.”
Lu Cangtian’s expression was very ugly, Yash Nics was a chance to give
him money to buy
his life.
And he can only offer a price once, and if the price is high enough to
satisfy Yash Nics, he
can survive.
He finally said aggrieved: “One billion, I pay one billion to buy my own
life, is it enough?”
The corner of Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly: “One billion is less, so let’s
compensate Xiao
Zhiyuan one billion, Ouyanghai one billion, and the remaining family
members of the dead
and injured one billion, a total of 3 billion.”
“And you want it. Go to the hospital to apologize to Xiao Zhiyuan and
Ouyang Hai in person,
is that okay?”
Lu Cangtian’s heart was dripping blood, but people had to bow their
heads under the eaves.
He bit his lip and said: “Okay!”
Yash Nics saw that Lu Cangtian promised to apologize for compensation. ,
Smiled slightly,
and told Dianchu and Dong Tianbao: “When the compensation is paid,
you will accompany
him to the hospital in person. Apologize to Mr. Xiao and Mr. Ouyang
before allowing him to
leave Mannity.”
Dianchu and Dong Tianbao said together: “Yes!”
…in the
hospital, VIP superior double ward.
Xiao Zhiyuan and Ouyang Haizheng lie on two hospital beds separately!
Both of them were avenged by Lu Cangtian for publicly supporting Yash
Nics, and they were
injured and lay in the hospital. They were treated as sympathetic to each
other.

At this time, the people of the Xiao family and the Ouyang family were
all gathered around



the two hospital beds.
People in both families complained that they should not support Yash
Nics. Look, offending
Master Lu, are you at a loss now?
Xiao Zhiyuan and Ouyang Hai, two old men, coldly said, “We support Mr.
Yash no matter
what, and I firmly believe that Mr. Yash will seek justice for us.” The
two families shook their heads: “Yash Nics is a mud bodhisattva. Jiang
can’t protect
himself, how can he
seek justice for the two of you?” As soon as the voice fell, the door of
the ward was
suddenly opened.
Dian Chu and Dong Tianbao walked in with an embarrassed person.
When everyone saw this extremely embarrassed guy, they all lost their
voices: “It’s Lu
Cangtian, Lord Lu!”
“What are you doing here, Lu Cangtian, isn’t it enough for you to hurt
our master?”
“That’s right, don’t deceive people too much, you have to Will you give
up after killing our two
masters?”
The Xiao family and the Ouyang family were filled with outrage and
accused Lu Cangtian
one after another.
Dianchu smiled and said, “Everyone is misunderstanding. Lu Cangtian
came to pay the
apologies to Mr. Xiao and Mrs. Ouyang according to our young master’s
instructions.”
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Xiao Zhiyuan and Ouyang Hai were shocked when they heard this.
I saw Lu heaven Xiufen head down, whispered: “Xiao old man, Ouyang
old man, I have come
to apologize to you, and give you two each compensation ten billion and
hope you will
forgive me!”
Xiaojia The people with Ouyang’s family were completely stunned.



Master Lu, one of the four pillars in the south of the Yangtze River, and
Master Lu, who
stomped south to make an earthquake, came to apologize to them for
compensation!
Xiao Zhiyuan blushed. He said excitedly: “Haha, I just said Mr. Yash is
very powerful. Look,
Mr. Yash asked him to apologize and apologize!” The
two families recovered and worshipped. Said: “Yes, sir is really
awesome!”
Lu Cangtian personally bowed his head to apologize, and compensated
Xiao Zhiyuan and
Ouyang Hai each with one billion!
This caused both Xiao Zhiyuan and Ouyang Hai to make a big deal of face,
and found both
the previous places.
However, instead of accepting the compensation, the two of them both
decided to hand the
money to Yash Nics for processing.
Dian Chu said with a smile: “Mr. Yash has explained that if you are
embarrassed to accept
Lu Cangtian’s compensation, you can choose to donate the money to the
Mannity Municipal
authorities, and let the city leaders use the money to improve the
environment in Mannity
City. Measures.”
Xiao Zhiyuan and Ouyang Hai’s eyes lit up, and they said together: “Mr.
Yash’s suggestion is
very good. We will donate the money to the city bureau later. Let them
improve nursing
homes, scholarships for poor students, transportation facilities, and so
on. ”
Lu Cangtian’s expression is ugly. After all, a group of enemies are in front
of him, discussing
how to spend his money, he is not in a good mood.

Dong Tianbao noticed Lu Cangtian’s flies-like expression, and he laughed:
“So, we in Mannity
City have to thank Master Lu very much.”



Dian Chu also sneered and said to Lu Cangtian: “Master Lu can do it now.
Go back to the
provincial city!”
Lu Cangtian turned around and left without saying a word.
Dong Tianbao’s voice faintly came from behind: “Brother Chu, shall we
really let this guy go?
He will come back in the future…
” Dianchu said with a sneer, “Master said, old man Lu dares to come to
Mannity again, and
he has to spend money. Buy your life to contribute to Mannity. And I am
afraid that it will not
be 3 billion by then, at least 10 billion to start.”
Dong Tianbao grinned and said: “Is this old man’s life so valuable? Why
do I feel that his life
is not worth a dollar? , Haha.”
Lu Cangtian heard the discussion between Dian Chu and Dong Tianbao
behind him, and was
almost exasperated.
But at this time, people had to bow their heads under the eaves. He
could only force the
anger in his heart and escape from Zhong Hai. He wanted to report Yash
Nics’s evil deeds
to Lord Tang.
…
Lu Cangtian flew away from Mannity Airport in embarrassment like a
frightened bird.
As soon as he left, a luxury commercial airliner landed on China Overseas
Airport.
As soon as the plane landed, dozens of men in suits and leather shoes
rushed over to
gather.
A high-quality red carpet was also laid on the ground in front of the
aircraft gangway.

Then, a slender young man in a black Brioni suit stepped on shiny leather
shoes and
stepped down from the gangway.
This man was quite handsome, but his eyes were dark and arrogant,
giving people a feeling



of being aloof.
He is one of the four pillars in the south of the Yangtze River, the young
master of the
Ouyang family, Ouyang Xuan.
It turned out that Ouyang Xuan traveled to the north a few years ago
and ran into Tong Ke,
who was in college at the time, and was attracted by the innocent Tong
Ke. He has been
pursuing Tong Ke.
Tong’s family is also very satisfied with Ouyang Xuan and intends to
bring Tong Ke and
Ouyang Xuan together.
It’s a pity that Tong Ke knows that Ouyang Xuan is a playboy and doesn’t
look down on him
at all.
What you can’t get is always a commotion!
Ouyang Xuan was born in a wealthy family and has played with countless
beauties.
Tong Ke, who was dismissive of him, aroused his strong desire to
conquer.
If Tong Ke hasn’t been asleep for a day, he will not give up lightly.
He received a call from Tong Handong and his wife yesterday and
learned that Tong Ke is
now in Mannity City, so today he personally came to find Tong Ke.
He came down from the gangway of the plane unhurriedly, followed by
an extraordinarily
strong middle-aged man who can be called a humanoid tank.
The man’s name is Fan Lai, and he is Ouyang Xuan’s super bodyguard.
“Welcome Xuan Shao to Zhong Hai!”

dozens of men in suits on both sides of the red carpet shouted together.
Ouyang Xuan didn’t even look at these people, but asked Fan Lai coldly:
“Is it all arranged?”
Fan Lai said loudly and powerfully, “Shao Xuan, I have ordered people to
take the Zijin
Pavilion restaurant. We have reserved the venue for a special banquet
for Miss Tong’s
family. You are past now, the time should be just right.”



Ouyang Xuan smiled satisfied: “Haha, great! I must get Xiao Ke this
time.”
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Zijin Pavilion Restaurant, the most advanced restaurant in Mannity City.
The owner of the Zijin Pavilion restaurant was once the master chef of
the state banquet,
and his name was Lu Sanbao.
Father Lu was once a state banquet chef. He was responsible for the two
dishes of Buddha
Jumping the Wall and Boiling Cabbage at the state banquet. He has the
title of old cook in
the kitchen industry.
However, Mr. Lu is very old, and now the Zijin Pavilion restaurant is
headed by his apprentice
Sun.
But the taste is still excellent, and many powerful and powerful people
like to eat here.
To be able to eat here, it is not enough to have money, but to have
power.
Only the distinguished guests with both wealth and power are eligible to
eat here.
In order to show off his strength in front of Tong Ke’s family, Ouyang
Xuan rented out the
entire Zijin Pavilion restaurant.

At this time, in the huge restaurant hall of Zijin Pavilion, apart from the
manager and the
waiter, only Tong Ke and her parents, as well as Song Pingting, Song
Qingqing, Song
Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were the only ones.
Tong Ke asked curiously: “Parents, who invited us to eat, actually took
the Zijin Pavilion
restaurant out of the room. It’s amazing!”
Tong Handong looked at each other with Ma Baozhi, pretending to be
mysterious and said:
“A very good man, As for who he is, you’ll know when he shows up.”
Tong Ke said in surprise, “A very good man, wouldn’t he be a
brother-in-law?”



Tong Handong frowned when he heard this, and Ma Baozhi said
disdainfully, “Oh, Your
brother-in-law can eat soft rice and shout and scream, what else is he
worthy of being called
an excellent?”
Song Pingting’s family couldn’t help frowning when he heard this.
Tong Ke couldn’t help but want to defend Yash Nics.
But at this moment, Ouyang Xuan had already brought in some of his
men. He couldn’t help
but his eyes lit up when he saw Tong Ke, and said in surprise: “Xiao Ke!”
Tong Ke was stunned: “Ouyang Xuan? It turned out that you invited our
family to dinner. My
parents called it a very good person. It was you?”
Tong Handong reprimanded: “Xiao Ke, don’t be rude to Xuan Shao!”
Ma Baozhi was also full. He smiled and said to Ouyang Xuan: “Xuan Shao,
you are here,
please take a seat. The seat next to Tong Ke is about to be seated, and
that is reserved for
you.”
Ouyang Xuan triumphed in Tong Ke. Sitting next to him, he smiled and
said to Song Pingting,
“You are cousin Xiao Ke’s family, thank you for taking care of Xiao Ke
during this time.”

“I have asked the chief apprentice Lu Jinlong of the old God of Cookery
to cook personally.
Today’s banquet is done according to the state banquet menu. Everyone
tastes the taste of
the state banquet.”
Tong Handong and his wife both smiled and complimented: “Haha, we
have never eaten a
state banquet. This time, Tuo Xuan is very blessed.”
Ouyang Xuan became more and more proud, while Tong Ke was pretty
angry. She hated
Ouyang Xuan’s voice like her boyfriend.
Ouyang Xuan clapped his hands, called the hotel manager, and said, “Go
to the kitchen and
tell Chef Lu Jinlong that we can serve the food.” The
hotel manager respectfully said, “Yes, Shao Xuan!”



Tong Ke said anxiously, “Oh, No, I also notified my brother-in-law to
come over for dinner.
Now my brother-in-law hasn’t arrived, how can we eat first?”
Tong Handong coldly snorted, “What can’t you do?
Ma Baozhi said unhappily: “That trash, you will get angry when you see
him, so you don’t
have to wait for him.”
Seeing Song Pingting’s family’s expression turned ugly, Tong Ke said
anxiously, “Mom and
dad, brother-in-law is not a trash.
” And counting the time, he has almost arrived. It may be that he was
blocked at the door
and could not come in because of the fact that he was being booked
here. Let me go out
and have a look?”
Ouyang Xuan saw that Tong Ke was not cold to him and to Yash Nics, the
so-called
brother-in-law, was so nervous.
I couldn’t help feeling jealous, and said lightly: “Xiao Ke, you also said
that your
brother-in-law is not a waste. If he comes, even if the hotel security does
not allow him to
come in, he will have a way to get in; if he can’t get in, it proves that he
is a man. Waste.”

Tong Handong and his wife replied: “Yes, if Yash Nics is not a waste, he
must have a way to
come in.”
Ouyang Xuan’s mouth was sneered with an imperceptible sneer. When
he came in, he had
already ordered his humanoid tank. Fan Lai, the bodyguard, stood at the
door of the hotel
and was not allowed to let anyone in.
Even if Yash Nics had the ability to reach the sky, he couldn’t pass the
level of the humanoid
tank Fan.
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At this time, at the door of the Zijin Pavilion restaurant.



Fan Lai, who was as strong as a tank, was blocking Yash Nics’s path.
“I don’t care who asked you to come here for dinner. In short, we have a
few orders and no
dog is allowed in it.”
“Go away, don’t be boring.”
Yash Nics came to eat with his family, but he was surprised. People
stopped them from
entering.
He said faintly: “I have never had a closed door on any occasion when I
go in and out. Today
I am going to enter this Zijin Pavilion restaurant.”
Yash Nics said, raising his foot to enter.
“You’re looking for death!”

Fan Lai snorted coldly, directly using a shoulder-to-shoulder technique.
He wanted to use his
tank-like strong right shoulder to knock Yash Nics into the air.
Yash Nics did not dodge or dodge, stepped forward, and greeted him
straight.
boom!
Fan Lai’s right shoulder collided with Yash Nics’s left shoulder.
Click!
The scalp tingling bone cracking sounded at the same time!
Fan Lai shattered the bone in his right shoulder, screamed, and stepped
back to the side
with a painful expression on his face.
Yash Nics was still full of light and wind, and walked in calmly without
hurried steps.
In the hall of the Zijin Pavilion restaurant, Tong Handong made a
decision and said: “Xuan
Shao is right, don’t worry about Yash Nics. If he is not a waste, there will
be a way to get in if
he comes; if he can’t get in, it means he is a waste.”
Tong Ke was anxious when she heard the words, and Song Pingting’s
family was
embarrassed and worried. They had been booked here. They were really
worried that Yash
Nics would be prevented from entering.



Ouyang Xuan seemed to smile, he ordered Fan Lai not to let anyone in to
disturb him.
If Yash Nics breaks through, he will probably be beaten into a meatloaf
by Fan Lai, right?
Ouyang Xuan thought so, the corner of his mouth smiled thicker.
But at this moment, a man with a tall stature and a star-like eye
suddenly appeared in the
eyes of everyone, smiling from the doorway.
It is Yash Nics!

Tong Ke said in surprise: “Brother-in-law!”
Song Pingting also said happily: “Yash Nics, Yash Nics, you are here.”
Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were also relieved. They were really afraid
that Yash Nics
would be blocked at the door and could not enter. Being jokes by the
brother-in-law is
rubbish.
Ouyang Xuan looked at Yash Nics in shock, and he shouted in surprise:
“You are Yash Nics?
How did you come in?”
Yash Nics smiled lightly: “Of course you walked in.”
Ouyang Xuan said angrily: “Impossible. I clearly told Fan Lai not to let
anyone in. What about
Fan Lai?” As
soon as the voice fell, Fan Lai came in with his injured right shoulder.
Fan Lai’s forehead was all in cold sweat at this time, and his face was
painful and said:
“Shao Xuan, this guy is rushing, I want to stop, he hurt my right shoulder,
I can’t stop him…”
Ouyang Xuan opened his eyes. Round, his mouth slightly opened,
obviously unable to
believe it.
He is a humanoid tank bodyguard. He is extremely strong and powerful.
Even a wall can
easily crash and collapse. He was hit by Yash Nics on his shoulder?
It’s incredible!
Fan Lai looked at Yash Nics bitterly, and asked Ouyang Xuan, “Master, do
you want me to
order my men to blast this guy out?”



Ouyang Xuan didn’t want to lose his grace in front of Tong Ke, and
waved his hand: “No, you
retreat. Let’s get down.”
Fan Lai: “Yes, Master!”

Yash Nics walked to Ouyang Xuan, approached Ouyang Xuan, and said in
a voice that only
the two of them could hear: “You told the diamond dynasty KTV boss
Daniel to trouble me.
Did you tell Daniel to break my feet?”
Ouyang Xuan opened his eyes wide again, he heard that Daniel had
messed up.
But he didn’t expect Yash Nics to be able to find out that he instigated
Daniel to do it.
Yash Nics ignored the shocked Ouyang Xuan, sat down in the seat next
to Song Pingting,
reached out to hug Song Qingqing, slapped her daughter’s face, and
smiled and said, “Little
baby, what have you ordered? ”
Song Qingqing giggled: “Dad, that uncle seems to say to invite us to a
state banquet, but I
don’t know what a state banquet is. Have you ever eaten a state
banquet?”
Yash Nics smiled and said, “After the National Day parade last year, I
participated. After a
state banquet, I think the taste is okay!”
Ouyang Xuan, Tong Ke’s family, and Song Pingting’s family gasped at
Yash Nics’s words.
Not because of shock!
But because they think Yash Nics is bragging too hard!
It’s all outrageous, and dare to say that he has participated in a state
banquet.
Anyone with a little bit of common sense knows that the state banquet
can be attended by
ordinary people?
Don’t look at the bosses of many consortiums now, with assets of
hundreds of billions,
which are indispensable in society.
But they are also not eligible to participate in the state banquet!



Even the Ouyang family, one of the four pillars in the south of the
Yangtze River, has not
been qualified to participate in the state banquet for decades.

Yash Nics, an idle guy who doesn’t even have a job, dared to brag and
attended a state
banquet.
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Ouyang Xuan said with a sneer: “It’s really a toad yawning. It’s a big tone.
You can brag
about participating in a state banquet.”
Yash Nics said flatly, “Anyway, I said me. I’ve participated, and believe it
or not.”
Tong Handong wanted to match his daughter with Ouyang Xuan today.
He was not in the
mood to brag with Yash Nics, and said impatiently: “Okay, we’re not in
the mood to listen to
you. Baby, let Chef Lu Jinlong start serving the dishes.”
Ouyang Xuan also smiled: “Yes, serving the dishes, let some bragging
people see the real
state banquet.”
Soon, a series of exquisite dishes were served. Coming up.
State banquet lion head, canned three treasure duck, mullet egg soup
and so on.
Tong Handong and Ma Baozhi both took out their mobile phones and
kept taking pictures
and sent them to Moments, and then they all tasted the taste of the
national banquet
dishes, and they were full of praise.
Even Tong Ke has to admit that these dishes are really delicious.
Tong Handong said with an open eyebrow: “Thanks to Xuan Shao, we
have the opportunity
to taste the national banquet dishes.”
Ma Baozhi also smiled flatly: “It is said that the national banquet dishes,
Zijin Pavilion is only
for their most distinguished guests, and ordinary people are not allowed
here. I ordered this
table of national banquet dishes.”



Ouyang Xuan was quite proud, aiming at Yash Nics deliberately or
unintentionally, and
provoked: “Haha, it’s okay, after eating this meal. Some bragging people
will be able to be
more confident when they return. Boasting that I have eaten a state
banquet.”
Some bragging people are naturally talking about Yash Nics.
Everyone couldn’t help but cast their gazes on Yash Nics. Yash Nics’s face
was calm and he
fed his daughter to dinner.
Daughter Song Qingqing asked curiously: “Dad, is there any difference
between the state
banquet you had eaten before and what you eat now?”
Song Pingting became more and more embarrassed when she heard the
words. Yash Nics
was bragging about it. Only her daughter naively believed that Yash Nics
would participate.
Over the state banquet.
Now my daughter asks, which pot is not opened and which pot is not
lifted!
Ouyang Xuan and Tong Handong and his wife laughed and laughed one
by one: “Yes, Yash
Nics, you said you attended the state banquet. You are talking about the
real state banquet,
how is it different from the table we are eating now?”
Song The Pingting family looked at Yash Nics worriedly, worried that
Yash Nics might be
embarrassed.
Yash Nics looked complacent, and said casually: “The taste difference is
not very big, but
one dish is missing. Buddha jumped over the wall.”
Ouyang Xuan coldly snorted, “Buddha jumped over the wall is the most
famous dish at the
state banquet. Because this dish has to be prepared in advance.”
“Also, the Buddha Jumping the Wall is the master of the old chef, Lu
Sanbao. Although Lu
Jinlong is the chief apprentice of the old God of Cookery, he has a
seven-to-eighth true
biography.”



“But on the dish of the Buddha Jumping the Wall , He felt that the heat
was not enough. He
couldn’t smash his master’s sign and basically didn’t make it for the
guests.”

“In the Zijin Pavilion restaurant, only the old cook can make a perfect
Buddha jump over the
wall.”
“But unfortunately, the old cook hasn’t done it himself for a long time.
Chef. Before I came, I
personally called him and wanted him to cook a Buddha jumped over
the wall, but he
refused without hesitation.”
Tong Ke curled his lips: “After talking so much, you still don’t have the
skills to ask the old
God of Cookery. I personally cook and be a Buddha jumping over the
wall?”
Ouyang Xuan said unconvinced: “It’s not that I can’t please, but no one
can please.”
“The old God of Cookery used to be in charge of state banquets and was
dedicated to
banquets for the top leaders. He has a special status. In addition, he has
a strong temper
and doesn’t eat hard or soft. I don’t think there are many people in
Huaxia who can let him
cook by himself.”
Song Qingqing heard that the old cook is so powerful, and the Buddha
jumped over the wall
seemed to be very delicious.
She looked at Yash Nics eagerly and whispered: “Dad, I also want to eat
Buddha jumping
over the wall, can I?”
Yash Nics touched her daughter’s head: “Okay, if you want to eat, I will
let the old cook and
cook. Let Qingqing eat it for you.”
In a word, the whole room was shocked.
Song Pingting’s family was embarrassed and felt that Yash Nics’s
bragging was getting
more and more ridiculous.



Tong Handong and Ma Baozhi sneered.
Ouyang Xuan was furious. Yash Nics actually said that he could not do
something that
could not be done. This was simply a slap in the face in public!

With a sullen face, he said coldly: “Hehe, what are you, do you want to
invite the old cook to
cook?”
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Ouyang Xuan was quite proud, aiming at Yash Nics deliberately or
unintentionally, and
provoked: “Haha, it’s okay, after eating this meal. Some bragging people
will be able to be
more confident when they return. Boasting that I have eaten a state
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Some bragging people are naturally talking about Yash Nics.
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words. Yash Nics
was bragging about it. Only her daughter naively believed that Yash Nics
would participate.
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Now my daughter asks, which pot is not opened and which pot is not
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Ouyang Xuan and Tong Handong and his wife laughed and laughed one
by one: “Yes, Yash
Nics, you said you attended the state banquet. You are talking about the
real state banquet,
how is it different from the table we are eating now?”
Song The Pingting family looked at Yash Nics worriedly, worried that
Yash Nics might be
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Yash Nics looked complacent, and said casually: “The taste difference is
not very big, but
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biography.”
“But on the dish of the Buddha Jumping the Wall , He felt that the heat
was not enough. He
couldn’t smash his master’s sign and basically didn’t make it for the
guests.”

“In the Zijin Pavilion restaurant, only the old cook can make a perfect
Buddha jump over the
wall.”
“But unfortunately, the old cook hasn’t done it himself for a long time.
Chef. Before I came, I
personally called him and wanted him to cook a Buddha jumped over
the wall, but he
refused without hesitation.”
Tong Ke curled his lips: “After talking so much, you still don’t have the
skills to ask the old
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She looked at Yash Nics eagerly and whispered: “Dad, I also want to eat
Buddha jumping
over the wall, can I?”
Yash Nics touched her daughter’s head: “Okay, if you want to eat, I will
let the old cook and
cook. Let Qingqing eat it for you.”
In a word, the whole room was shocked.
Song Pingting’s family was embarrassed and felt that Yash Nics’s
bragging was getting



more and more ridiculous.
Tong Handong and Ma Baozhi sneered.
Ouyang Xuan was furious. Yash Nics actually said that he could not do
something that
could not be done. This was simply a slap in the face in public!

With a sullen face, he said coldly: “Hehe, what are you, do you want to
invite the old cook to
cook?”
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Tong Ke rolled his eyes twice and deliberately said: “Not necessarily, I
can guarantee that
my brother-in-law can do it? Ouyang Xuan, should we bet?”
Ouyang Xuan was wrong. “How to bet?”
Tong Ke said: “If my brother-in-law asks the old God of Cookery to cook,
then I lose, and I
promise you to be your girlfriend.”
“If my brother-in-law really asks the old God of Cookery to cook. If the
Buddha jumps over
the wall, you will count as if you lose, and you must not pester me
anymore.”
Ouyang Xuan was
taken aback when he heard the words, then exulted , and said excitedly:
“Okay, one word is
sure .” Tong Ke raised a pretty face: “A word is sure . After
Tong Ke finished, he turned to Song Pingting and said pitifully to Yash
Nics: “Cousin,
brother-in-law, I really don’t like this guy. You must help me this time,
and you must ask the
old cook to cook. Buddha jumped the wall, let him be convinced that he
lost!”
Song Pingting waved her hand quickly: “Tong Ke, my cousin can’t help
me in this matter.
Your brother-in-law is also bragging about it. Qingqing is a child who
believes it. Do you
believe it too?”
“You quickly cancel the gambling
appointment with Mr. Ouyang, don’t make fun of your happiness.” Song
Zhongbin and Ma



Xiaoli also both spoke up, telling Tong Ke not to make jokes about love
happiness, and let
her cancel the gambling appointment.

Tong Handong and Ma Baozhi both hurriedly said, “Xiao Ke, you and
Xuan Shao made the
gambling agreement. If you cancel it now, it would be too trifling. If you
can’t cancel it, just
follow your agreed gambling agreement.”
Tong Ke didn’t care what everyone said, she just looked at Yash Nics
pitifully, she just waited
for Yash Nics’s reply.
Yash Nics looked at the Song Zhongbin and his wife who had been
persuading Tong Ke, and
at the Tong Handong and his wife, who wished to push Tong Ke into the
fire pit.
People who don’t know see this scene, they must think that Song
Zhongbin and his wife are
Tong Ke’s parents!
He hugged his daughter and said faintly: “I don’t care about your
gambling agreement. My
daughter just said that I want to eat Buddha and jump over the wall. I
promised her to call
the old God of Cookery to do it. It’s that simple.”
Tong Ke heard Yash Nics’s words and his eyes fell. Liang, giggled and said:
“That’s all right!”
Ouyang Xuan felt that Yash Nics’s remarks were suspected of shirking
responsibility in
advance. He was afraid that Tong Ke would regret it, so he immediately
said, “Well, I bet with
Tong Ke. The appointment will take effect immediately. I want to see
Yash Nics, the leather
king, how can I ask the old chef to cook as a Buddha jump over the
wall?”
How please?
Of course it was a call!
Yash Nics took out his mobile phone and called Dian Chu directly: “My
daughter wants to
eat Buddha jump over the wall now, please ask the old cook to cook.”



After speaking, Yash Nics hung up the phone.
Ouyang Xuan, Tong Handong and his wife, Song Pingting’s family, and
even the surrounding
hotel managers and waiters opened their eyes wide.

Yash Nics made a phone call and said in a word, this is a delusion to call
the old God of
Cookery to cook?
Think too much!
Who doesn’t know that the old God of Cookery has a fierce temper and
stubbornness, and
he doesn’t eat soft or hard.
Ouyang Xuan sneered even more: “Hehe, I personally called the old God
of Cookery this
morning, and begged for a long time, but the old God of Cookery only
said coldly that he
was not interested. You are what you are, and you call the old God of
Cookery in a delusion.
Cook?”
Tong Handong and his wife also mocked Yash Nics’s overpowering.
Song Pingting and her parents both looked anxious, thinking that Yash
Nics was boasting
about going to Haikou. How will it end this time?
Unknowingly, more than ten minutes have passed. Ouyang Xuan looked
at his watch and
sneered, “Yash Nics, you said that the old God of Cookery should come
to cook. It has been
ten minutes, why didn’t you even see the shadow of the old God of
Cookery.”
“If you can’t, don’t waste our time!”
Tong Handong glared at Yash Nics: “Yash Nics, why hasn’t the old God of
Cookery come
yet?”
Ma Baozhi also stuck his waist and glared at Yash Nics, “Yes, where is the
old God of
Cookery?”
“The old man is here!”
Just as Ouyang Xuan and the others pressed Yash Nics where the old
God of Cookery was,



a loud voice suddenly came from the door. .
Then I saw an old man wearing a chef’s clothes and a chef’s hat, holding
a kitchen knife, and
walking in with a group of entourage.
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Although this old man is very old, he is wide and fat, blushing, and full of
energy.
When Song Pingting saw the old man, she couldn’t help but exclaimed:
“You are the chef of
the state banquet, the old chef Lu Sanbao, Mr. Lu?” The
old chef laughed heartily: “Yes, the old man is Lu Sanbao. Look at it.
People may be fake, but
this kitchen knife of mine is the best proof!”
Everyone noticed the words on the kitchen knife of the old God of
Cookery: State Banquet
Master, Huaxia Cookery, and gift from Huaxia Military Academy.
Song Qingqing giggled and said, “Grandpa Old Chef, are you here to
make us a Buddha jump
over the wall?” The
old God Chef respectfully saluted Yash Nics, and then smiled and said to
Song Pingting and
Song Qingqing: “Haha, if I didn’t guess If it’s wrong, this is Mrs. Yash and
Miss Yash.”
“Yes, I just heard that Mr. Yash was going to eat Buddha jumping over
the wall, so he came
to cook for you as soon as possible.”
“Look, I took my kitchen knife. I brought it all, hahaha.”
Song Pingting’s family couldn’t believe it, they were surprised and
delighted.
Tong Handong and his wife were completely dumbfounded,
dumbfounded and speechless.
As for Ouyang Xuan, since the moment the old God of Cookery appeared,
his eyes widened,
his mouth opened, and his face was shocked.
At this moment, he couldn’t help but want to give himself two big
mouths, to verify, is this
absurd scene in front of him, is it true?



He pressed his heart and was shocked, and bit his scalp and went up to
say hello to Lu
Sanbao: “Hello, old God of Cookery, I am Ouyang Xuan from the
provincial capital of
Ouyang.”
“Today, your restaurant is reserved by me, and I invite you to cook in the
morning. You
refused. Why did Yash Nics ask you to cook but you came here the first
time?” The
old God of Cookery frowned and looked at Ouyang Xuan and asked Yash
Nics, “Mr. Yash, is
he your friend?”
Yash Nics said lightly: ” No!”
It turned out not to be a friend!
The old God of Cookery showed such an expression as expected, and he
coldly said to
Ouyang Xuan: “You are you, Mr. Yash is Mr. Yash, are you worthy of
being compared with Mr.
Yash?”
Ouyang Xuan flushed and almost went crazy on the spot.
Yash Nics smiled and said, “Old Lu, my daughter wants to eat Buddha
Jumping the Wall , but it is said that Buddha Jumping the Wall must be
prepared in advance.
Can you make a Buddha Jumping the Wall with good taste in the
shortest time?” The old
God of Cookery laughed and said: ” The reason why Buddha jumps over
the wall for a few
days is because some ingredients need to be prepared in advance. For
example, dried
goods such as sea cucumber and abalone must be prepared in advance.”
“My Zijin Pavilion restaurant, known as the No. 1 restaurant in Jiangnan,
has all kinds of
precious ingredients. Ready, other restaurants have to prepare two or
three in advance to do
the Buddha
Jumping the Wall . I don’t need it, just give me two or three hours.” Yash
Nics laughed and
said, “Then there will be Mr. Laurou.” The



old God of Cookery Haha. He smiled and said, “It is my honor to cook for
you, Mr. Yash.” The

restaurant manager and waiters, as well as a group of chefs, surrounded
the old cook, and
went to the back kitchen to cook.
Tong Ke giggled at this time: “Brother-in-law, you are awesome, you
really invited the old
cook to cook. Ouyang Xuan, you lost, from now on, you must not come
to pester me
anymore.”
Ouyang Xuan’s face was pale. He didn’t hate Tong Ke, but stared at Yash
Nics with hatred:
“How did you do it?”
Yash Nics said with a smile, “The old God of Cookery admires soldiers the
most. It just so
happens that I am a soldier who has just retired. He respects me. Bing,
he has made a little
contribution to the country, so he willingly came to cook for me. ”
That’s OK? !
Ouyang Xuan was about to explode. He looked at Yash Nics bitterly and
threatened: “Be
careful, I’ll never finish this matter with you.”
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After finishing speaking, Ouyang Xuan angrily left and took his men
away.
The Tong Handong and his wife were shocked and angry. They did not
expect that the good
deeds between their daughter and Ouyang Xuan would be destroyed by
Yash Nics after all.
Song Pingting’s family was a little embarrassed, but Tong Ke was the
happiest.
Tong Ke didn’t seem to notice the murderous look of her parents, and
chuckled at Yash
Nics: “Brother-in-law, you are so awesome. Finally helped me get rid of
that annoying fly.”
Yash Nics was faint. Said: “I just asked the old cook to cook and make
Qingqing a Buddha



jump over the wall. The things you bet on have nothing to do with me.
Don’t rely on me if you
win or lose.”

Yash Nics’s words made the Tong Handong and his wife who wanted to
scold others.
Speechless.
Yes, Yash Nics never mixed Ouyang Xuan and Tong Ke from beginning to
end.
On the contrary, Ouyang Xuan heard that Yash Nics was able to invite
the old cook to cook.
He was not convinced and ridiculed Yash Nics.
Even the gambling contract was proposed by Tong Ke and agreed with
Ouyang Xuan.
It really has nothing to do with Yash Nics!
Now that Ouyang Xuan has lost and left in a hurry, Yash Nics cannot be
blamed for this
incident.
Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli also comforted Tong Handong and his wife
at this time: “The
feelings of young people cannot be intervened by our elders. Let it be.”
Although the Tong Handong and his wife are not angry, they can only
helplessly accept the
reality.
Two hours later, the old God of Cookery’s Buddha jumped off the wall
and finally completed
it and served the table.
The whole hall is full of fragrant food, which makes one’s index finger
move.
Yash Nics’s family personally tried the old cook’s craftsmanship, their
eyes widened after
eating, and they all praised them with thumbs up.
The old God of Cookery received Yash Nics’s admiration and smiled
openly, like a child
happy.
… After
eating, it was already six o’clock in the afternoon.
Yash Nics’s family and Tong Ke’s family left the Zijin Pavilion restaurant
together.



The family drove two BMW cars and just came out of the parking lot of
Zijin Pavilion
Restaurant.
Suddenly, ten black Audi A4s roared at the intersection ahead.
Ten Audis surrounded Yash Nics and their two BMWs, and more than
thirty men in black got
out of the car.
These men in black all held an iron pipe in their hands, and came over at
Yash Nics and the
others with murderous aura.
In the BMW 7-series car, Tong Handong and his wife gloated and said to
Tong Ke, who was
driving, “Hehe, Shao Xuan sent people to teach Yash Nics. These people
came for Yash
Nics, and they have nothing to do with us. Let’s watch the show. “In the
BMW five-series car, Song Pingting said to Yash Nics anxiously: “No,
these people are
coming so aggressively, isn’t Ouyang Xuan sent to find fault?”
Yash Nics smiled and said, “It’s okay, little things. “As
soon as Yash Nics’s voice fell, two black jeeps suddenly arrived.
Two jeeps suddenly stopped in front of the two BMW cars, and then
eight tall men got out of
the car agilely.
It was the Eight Tiger Guards who secretly protected Yash Nics and Yash
Nics’s family.
The Eight Tigers are all wearing black suits, but because they are too
strong, the black suits
make them wear black armor abruptly, giving them the aura of heavy
infantry.
Bahuwei got out of the car and passed by the group of people in black
holding iron pipes
without saying a word.
This group of people in black was sent by Ouyang Xuan to clean up Yash
Nics.
They didn’t expect Yash Nics to be protected, but they relied on the
large number of people,
and they were not afraid at all, carrying the iron pipe viciously to meet
the Eight Tigers.



The battle is on the verge of breaking out.
The Eight Tigers shot together, and as soon as they met each other, eight
people in black
immediately lay down.
The rest of the people opened their eyes wide and gasped. These eight
men in suits are so
fierce?
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Eight Tigers didn’t hesitate to move, they shot as fast as lightning and
heavy as a mountain.
With the momentum of the autumn wind sweeping the fallen leaves,
these people in black
swept across.
In the blink of an eye, more than thirty people in black were all lying on
the ground.
Either a broken hand or a broken foot, groaning one by one.
On the two BMW cars, Song Pingting’s family and Tong Ke’s family were
dumbfounded at
this scene.
Yash Nics smiled and said faintly: “It seems that two gangs are fighting, it
doesn’t matter to
us, let’s go.”
After speaking, he drove away slowly, and Tong Ke drove behind him.
In the Shangdao Café on the opposite street, Ouyang Xuan was also
dumbfounded.
He deliberately sat in this position by the window, just to watch his men
teach Yash Nics
with his own eyes.
But I didn’t expect that a few big men in suits were killed halfway, and all
his dozens of men
were knocked down?

Just when he was shocked, the door of the coffee shop was suddenly
pushed open.
Dong Tianbao came in with a group of men with a bad face.
Dong Tianbao looked around the cafe and his eyes fell on Ouyang Xuan.
He grinned and



said, “Xuan Shao, Mr. Yash told me to entertain you well.” When
Ouyang Xuan heard this, his eyes finally showed fear. He sternly yelled
: ” Presumptuously, I am one of the four courtyard pillars in the south of
the Yangtze River,
the eldest master of the Ouyang family in the provincial capital.
Whoever dares to touch my
hair, I will destroy your whole family.
” Dong Tianbao sneered: “Hehe, the last one is like this. The person who
spoke to Mr. Yash
was also Zhu Jiuling, the youngest master of the Zhu family, one of the
four pillars in the
south of the Yangtze River. He has already grown grass on his grave
now.”
Ouyang Xuan was silly after hearing this. He heard that there was an
accident in the Zhu
family not long ago.
However, he didn’t know the details. Only then did he know that it
turned out that the Zhu
family was destroyed by Yash Nics.
Seeing Ouyang Xuan frightened, Dong Tianbao sneered, waved his hand
and said: “Come
here, break his foot and teach him a little lesson.”
The men behind Dong Tianbao immediately rushed like wolves. Go up.
Several bodyguards around Ouyang Xuan were instantly knocked down.
Ouyang Xuan was also kicked to the ground, and his left foot was also
broken with a stick.
”
Ah— ” Ouyang Xuan’s screams resounded throughout the cafe.

Dong Tianbao squinted his eyes and said faintly: “Go back to the
provincial city of Tianhai,
Mr. Yash said. From now on, people from the Ouyang family in the
provincial capital should
not step into Mannity City for half a step, or be conceited.”
That night, he was knocked off. Ouyang Xuan with his legs was
transferred from Mannity
Hospital to the orthopedic hospital in the provincial capital overnight,
and fled back to the
provincial capital overnight.



In the circle of power and nobility in Tianhai Province, two heavy news
broke out in one day.
One piece of news is that Lu Cangtian hit a wall in Mannity, not only at
the expense of
soldiers and soldiers, but even Lu Cangtian needed to spend 3 billion to
buy his life to
escape back to the provincial capital alive.
Another piece of news is that Ouyang Xuan, the eldest master of the
Ouyang family, was
knocked off his left foot by Yash Nics in Mannity City and was kicked out
of Mannity.
At this moment, the power circle of the provincial capital of Tianhai City
was completely
uproar.
Everyone talked about what Yash Nics came from, and why he was so
awesome. This is the
rhythm of hammering the four major families in the south of the Yangtze
River one by one!
Doesn’t Yash Nics know that the four major families in Jiangnan are
vicious dogs raised by
the king of Jiangnan himself?
Offended King Jiangnan, Yash Nics still wants to have a foothold in the
south?
…
Chenguang Hotel, inside the box.
Qin Jin, wearing a white suit, was instructing his subordinates to pass a
black suitcase
containing one million banknotes to a middle-aged man wearing a gray
cloth.
Qin Jin said with a smile: “Master Zhang Lin, everything will take care of
you. After the
matter is done, I will have a heavy pay.”

The red-faced Master Zhang Lin, who was dressed in common clothes,
took the suitcase
and said with a smile : “Mr. Qin, Song Pingting’s affairs, wrap me.”
After speaking, he carried his suitcase and left happily.
After Master Zhang left, only Qin Jin and his two subordinates remained
in the box.



One of his subordinates couldn’t help saying to Qin Jin: “Young Master
Jin, this Lin is known
as a master of physiognomy, but he is actually a liar. Are you
asking him for help, is it reliable?” Qin Jin said with a smile, “Hehe, of
course I know him.”
He’s a liar.”
“But he uses physiognomy and numerology to fool people, and he has a
good way.”
“I just want him to fool Song Pingting, separate Song Pingting from Yash
Nics, and put Song
Pingting on me. Bed, haha.”
Qin Jin said, the more he looked forward to it, the more he said, the
more excited he was,
and he said triumphantly: “Song Pingting separated from Yash Nics and
became my woman
again. Then Ning Da Group has become mine. , My trick is called
drawing a salary from the bottom!” The two men looked at each other
and complimented:
“Jin Shao, you have a high trick!”
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this time!
Fenghuang Chong, a liver cancer vaccine pharmaceutical factory
invested by Ningda Group,
is under construction in full swing.
Earth-moving trucks kept moving in and out of the construction site, and
the workers were
busy under the scorching sun.

Song Pingting, the president of Ningda Group, Song Zhongbin, the
director of the
pharmaceutical factory, and others are inspecting the construction site.
Song Pingting listened carefully to the report of the person in charge of
the construction
team, and also instructed the executives: the weather is hot, pay
attention to preparing the
workers with mung bean water and other heat-relieving beverages, and
the workers’ high
temperature allowance should also be implemented.



Song Zhongbin and others nodded one after another, saying that they
would definitely
implement everything in accordance with the requirements of the
president.
Song Pingting and her entourage were inspecting the construction site,
and suddenly saw a
few people not far away, who did not wear safety helmets as required
by the construction
site, and were pointing at the construction site.
She frowned and asked: “Who are the few people over there? How can I
enter the
construction site without wearing a safety helmet, and what should I do
if there is a safety
accident?” The
executives all shook their heads and said that they did not know the few
people, and they
did not belong to the Ningda Company and the construction team. .
Song Zhongbin exclaimed, “It looks like Master Zhang!”
Song Pingting was surprised: “Master Zhang, who?”
Song Zhongbin explained excitedly: “I’ve been on TV shows and
frequently appeared in
newspapers, the descendants of Guiguzi, Xiangshu. Master Zhang Lin!”
“It is said that many celebrities look to him for fortune-telling. He looks
very accurate with
Feng Shui.”
Song Pingting naturally believed that science does not believe in Feng
Shui and numerology,
frowning and said. “It’s just a liar, how can it be so magical?”
Her voice just fell, and Master Zhang Lin, who was not far away, had
already walked over
with two apprentices.

Zhang Lin opened his mouth and said: “You are the leaders of the Ningda
Group. You came
just right. My name is Zhang Lin, a descendant of Guiguzi, and I am good
at Fengshui and
numerology.”
“I passed by your construction site and found that your construction site
was



faintly red, and there was a great omen .” Song Zhongbin and the others
changed their
expressions . The most feared thing on the construction site is a safety
accident, and the
workers are the most superstitious.
Song Pingting said displeased: “What nonsense are you talking about?
Security, drive them
out of the construction site!”
Immediately, the security guards on the construction site were about to
drive Zhang Lin out.
However, Zhang Lin raised his hand to stop the security guard, and then
solemnly said to
Song Pingting, “The fate of Feng Shui has been passed down for
thousands of years. You
are a yellow-haired girl who dare not believe it. I suggest you stop work
immediately, or
something will happen soon.”
Song Pingting naturally sneered at Master Zhang’s words.
But at this moment, there was a commotion from the workers in the
distance.
It turned out that three workers were in a coma from heat stroke at the
same time.
Song Pingting’s face changed drastically, and she quickly ordered the
workers who suffered
heatstroke to be sent for treatment.
A smug flashed in Zhang Lin’s eyes, and calmly said to Song Pingting:
“Look, I’ll say
something will happen to your construction site.”
Song Pingting just wanted to refute, Zhang Lin has continued: “I know
you workers say the
summer heat stroke is a common thing, but you feel that three workers,
while heat stroke
coma, is normal? ” ”

there, but now is just the beginning. If you do not shut down the site,
then it is not followed
by heat stroke It’s that simple.”
Song Zhongbin and a few senior executives changed their faces and
asked quickly: “Master



Zhang, what will happen if work is not stopped?”
Zhang Lin hummed coldly, “I said that your construction site has a
serious omen , no
Stopping work will of course kill people, and many people will die!”
Master Zhang’s words immediately caused everyone to fry.


